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could make himself master of the kingdom ; but the position
would always be precarious, for the order he had maintained
might vanish at his death, sometimes even during his absence
from the country.
The most obvious choice would have been the duke of
Saxony, who held an unquestioned authority over the
strongest and most homogeneous of the tribes, but the duke,
Otto, was too old to undertake such a burden. The choice,
therefore, of the nobles who assembled at Forchheim fell
upon duke Conrad of Franconia ; and perhaps as the leader Election of
of the East Franks he was regarded as the most suitable Conrilcl
—
ruler of the kingdom of the East Franks (for so the German
kingdom was still usually styled). To Conrad I, then, was
given the task of governing and defending Germany, and he
proved entirely unequal to it. The other dukes held aloof
and maintained their local autonomy in spite of all his efforts.
Otto of Saxony was friendly, and so for a time was Henry, who
succeeded his father as duke in 912. But soon friction arose
over Thuringia, in which both the king and the archbishop
of Mayence had landed interests ; Henry was powerful enough
to remain independent, and to keep Thuringia entirely under
his control. In Suabia, Burchard, who now styled himself
" Duke, by the providence of God," was equally independent.
Arnulf of Bavaria suffered a reverse in 916, but recovered
his position almost immediately. Lorraine under Rcginar
actually broke away from the East Frankish kingdom,
preferring to accept the more legitimate headship of the weak
Carolingian ruler of the West Franks, Charles the Simple;
and his son Gilbert, who succeeded to the duchy in 915, took
the same line. Conrad, therefore, was little more than a
nominal king, and he failed signally to perform his function of
defender of the kingdom. Four times in his reign—911, 913,
915, and 917—did the Magyars invade Germany. Arnulf of
Bavaria defeated them in 913; in 915 it was Saxony alone that
suffered. On the other occasions they were free to spread
their usual devastation and destruction, in which churches
and monasteries suffered most severely, since they provided
the best hopes of booty ; Conrad could do nothing to protect
them.
Yet his reign was not wholly without significance*   Mon-
archy had an ally which was to prove its strongest support of monarchy

